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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
In 1949 Francis Bitter proposed a method for opt
cally detecting radio frequency resonance.
/

That same year

Alfred Kastler, Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, France,
introduced a technique, which he called "Optical Pumping",
of concentrating atoms in some of the Zeeman sublevela of
one of the hyperfine state levels of the ground state.
These two experiments are the basis of research involv
ing optical methods of atomic orientation and of magnetic
resonance.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

It was the purpose of

this study to measure the spin relaxation times of rubid
ium vapor atoms oriented by polarized resonance absorptio�
with neon acting as a buffer gas.
Method of approach.
was used for alignment.
of circularly polarized

The optical pumping technique

The

n1

pumping radiation, consisting

resonance radiation, w.�s, auQ.denl�

shut off and then turned on again in some specified time
t.

The relaxation of the vapor while the radiation was

off, caused the vapor to become more nearly opaque.

The

2

rate of development of the opacity then determined the
relaxation time which could thus be measured.

In opti�

cal pumping no transport of material is involved, but
rather a "pumping" of atomic spin orientations from an
equilibrium distribution over magnetic substates into a
nonequilibrium distribution in which a preponderance of
spins is aligned in a given direction, i.e., parallel to

the direction of propagation of the circularly polarized
light.
Characteristics

2f. vapor. There are two elements,

sodium and rubidium, on which optical pumping may most
Of these, rubidium pumping is

easily be accomplished.

hampered by the lack of intense light sources, but other
wise presents distinct advantages over sodium pumping.
These are (a) suffic'ien:t vapor pressure (1.5 x 10-6mm) for
0

0

good pumping at 55 C, in contrast to the 140 C needed for

sodium, and (b) the lar ge separation of the D1 and D 2
•

•

lines (7947 A and 7800 A, respectively) allowing effi

cient removal of the D2 line by the use of interference
1
filters.

II.

ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS

Energy levels� to R::.§ coupling.

Rubidium, Z = 37

is an alkali metal which has thirty-six core electrons
with a single electron in its outer most (0) shell.

3
According to the Bohr model "only those orbits are permis
sible for which the angular momentum of the electron is an
integral multiple of

'h.11 and only those electrons which
,

are outside the closed shells can be considered as contrib
utin3 to the angular momentum.

As the electron orbits, it

has an associated angular momentum called the orbital
angular momentum given by quantum mechanics to be:
where 1 = O, 1, 2, 3, • • •

iific1+i)

An electron in the 3round

sta.te of rubidium may then be represented by n = 5 and
l

= o,

with the first excited state as n = 5, 1 = 1.
As the electron of -the rubidium atom revolves, it

also spins or rotates about its axes.
tum of the electron due to its spin,

The angular momen

t ,; s(s+l)

ba's the

,

Since

spin quantum number s and the value of one-half.

rubidium has only a sin3le outer orbital electron, the
projection of s with respect to a vertical magnetic field

-

vector H has as a value for parallel spin (vector pointing
up), m 8 = t1/2 and for anti-parallel spin (vector pointing

down), ms = -1/2.

ln the calculation of the total electronic angular

-

-

-

momentum, j, for one electron the vector sum of s and 1

-

is used, i.e., j

=

1 + s.

The vectorial precession about

j is due to the magnetic interactions of the magnetic
moments.

Since in the cas_e of rubidium atoms, the total

spin an5ular momentum, s =

fsi,

and the total orbital

angular momentum,

t -: f 1-"'

4

, 1s for one electron then :he

total angular momentum of the electron, J, is J = s + 1 •

.1

FIGURE 1
VECTORIAL REl'RESENTATION OF SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING

For the ground state designati9n, n
and thus J = 1/2.

= 5,

L

=

O, S = 1/2

In the historical development of spectroscopy, the
notation for electron configuration was s1ven as:
L = O, 1, 2, 3, 4, • • •
s p

D

F

G

• • •

The number of possible values of J, due to the multipli
city of the state 1a written as a superscipt and the
to· tal angular momenta J wr1tten as a subscript.

For

rubidium, 52 s1;2 �epresents the ground state and 52P
2

312,

5 P 1 ;2, the first excited states. The energy difference
of the two P-states arise because of the spin-orbit
interaction.

These two states of different total elec

tronic angular momentum differ in energy and give rise
to the familiar doublet structure
in the spectrum of
·'
rubidium.

5
Becaus.e of t.he -existence of nuclear spin, the
ground state and all other states may be additionally
split into a number of substates, the hyperfine st9.tes.
These states have slightly different energies, arising
from the interactions of the electron (magnetic moment)
with the nuclear magnetic dipole moment.

The discrete

ness of the energy states of this hyperfine structure
arises from the quantum-mechanically allowed orienta
tions of the nuclear an3ular momentum I and the total
electronic an3ular momentum J.

Accordin3 to the rules

of quantiz:l.tion, the allowed combinations are such that
the total angular momentum of the atom, F, takes on the

-JI
inte2ral values F = II + J;, Ir + J -ti , • • • ' II
!
only. 2 For rubidium 87, I = 3/2 and for rubidium 85.
I

=

5/2.

The development in the next section is for

rubidium 87 and the develo9ment of rubidium 85 is similar.
The addition of the total electronic an6ular momentum,

J, to the total nuclear ansular momentum, I, is then

- -

given by F =I + J where; F

=

1, 2 for J

=

=

1/2, and F

1, 2, 3 for J = 3/2.
Ener�y levels due to external field� I = 3/2.
A still further splitting of enerF3Y levels (the Zeeman
s�littin3 of the hyperfine structure levels) may be pro
duced by applic:i.tion of an extern'.J..l magnetic field.

This

s,11tting arises from the differ�nt energies associ�ted

6
with different orientations of the magnetic moments of a
given F with the external field H a.nd ls directly pro
portional to the magnitude of H in the low field limit.
In a very weak magnetic field, the vector F precesses
The pro
about the direction of the magnetic field.3
jection of F on the direction of H, which is mF, can
assume values differing by unity and ranging from F to
-F, giving 2F +

1

values.

FIGURE 2

COUPLING, PRECESSION AND PROJECTION OF
TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM VECTOR F.
The energy levels for the ground state and first ex
cited states of a rubidium atom with nuclear spin I =
3/2 are shown on the following page.

Transitions

between different F levels, the so called hyperfine
transitions, will involve absorption or e�1es1ort of

magnetic dipole radiation, with the attendabt �u1e
DF

=

O, ±1.

Transitions between different mF levels,

7
(with F remaining constant) comprise the Zeeman transi

tions, with the attendant rule 6mF = o, t 1. It should
be noted that on this diagram the spacing between energy
levels is not to scale, and for simplicity the Zeeman
2

splitting of the 5 P3/2 state is not shown.
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FIGURE 3
ATOMIC ENEE?.GY LEVELS FO:Z RUBI DI Pl( 87
IN A WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD

(Not according to scale)

CRAFTER II
THE OPTICAL Pill-'IPING PROCESS
The efficiency of alignment by the optical pumping

' '.
techhique
involves three factors:

(1) transition proba

bility; (2) occupation probability; (3) circular polariza

tion of the resonant radiation.
I.

TRANSITION P�OBABILITY

Atomic systems may be described as existing in sta
tionary states, each of which corresponds to a definite
value of the energy, and thus characterized by a quantum
number of the energy.

When two or more states have the

same energy the level is called degenerate, and the number
of states with the same energy is the multiplicity of the
level.

Transitions between energy states may occur with

attendant emission or absorption of energy as radiation,
or with the transfer of energy to or from another system,
The frequency of the radiation emitted or absorbed by the
system is 31 ven by Bohr's frequency relation, hv = E2 - E1 ,
where E2 and E1 are the energies of the states between
which the transition takes place and h 1s Planck's con
stant.
The level of the system with the lowest energy is
9

10

called

the

ground level, and every o ther level is an ex

cited level.
radia t ion.

An a tom in the ground level can only absorb
When

the

atomic sys tem is not in the ground

level, i t may spon taneously change to a lower level with
the emission of radiation.

The probabili t y

in level i will spon taneously change
j wi thin a uni t of

tion

t ime

is called

the

probabili ty and is deno t ed by

to t he

t ha t

an a tom

lower level

spon taneous transi

the

Einstein coeffi

cien t Aij• Be tween mul tiple levels the probability of
all transitions becomes �£.Aij summed over all s ta t e
pairs involved.

If

,.:.

there

J·

is a large collec tion (ensemble)

of a tomic sys tems and a1 is the number of the systems in
th
the 1
level, the number of transi tions .:to1· level j will
/

be -'.a1A1 j per second. Spontaneous radiations will emerge
"'from the a toms of the assembly in a random phase; there�
assembly of independent gas a toms is said to emit this radia tion as an incoherent source. 4 In absorb�

fore

the

inB energy (or in

transi tions

to higher energy levels)

the a toms absorb pho tons from a beam of radia tion produc
ing an absorption spectrum
the

in the transmitted light.

In

reverse process (transi tions. to lower energy levels)

the a toms emit , ho tons �reducing an emission spectrum.
·In general, a toms in the form of a gas or vapor exhibit
sharp emission or absorp tion lines.
A probabili ty transl t:1 -,n illus tration.

Popula-

11
tion redistribution in energy states due to absorption
of resonance radiation may be demonstrated with an en
semble of atoms having three distinct energy levels,

E 1, E2, E 3, \'There the energy difference between the
levels 1 s h Y = Em -En m 7 n. When the ensemble of
atoms is exposed to radiation of frequency v = E

3

- E1

h
photons of li.ght will be absorbed by atoms in state

E 1 and transitions to level E3 will occur.

x.xxx
xxxx
FIGURE 4
ENSEMBLE OF ATOMS IN THREE ENERGY LEVELS
WHERE X DESIGNATES A PARTICULAR ATOM
The avera3e time that the atom remains in E3 is the mean
life for that particul�r state. Reradiation of the ex
cited atom to a lower state, E1 or E2, may occur with
probabilities of the same order of magnitude. Since
any atom after returning to E1 may absorb photons of
light and no atom in E2 will absorb that frequency,

given enough time the atom will terminate in the E2 state

and the material is then considered to be "optically
pumped" from state E1 to state E2 via state E3•

After

12
pumping, nearly all of the atoms will be found in E2 if

the pumping rate is substantially greater then the spon-
taneous transition rate

E2--�E1.
00

L
I

I

xxxx· xx

00

!

'I I
I

I
I

";/
xx
l!

E3

E2
E1

FIGURE 5
TRANSITION PROBABILITY FROM HIGHER TO LOWER ENERGY LEVELS
Detection of the pumped state.

A simple method

for the detection of the -pumped state was developed by
H. G. Dehmel t5 at the University of '.'l:l.shington, and 1 s
the technique used in this 9roblem.

The method depends

on the fact that the transparency of the sample to the
light beam varies with the population of state E1• As
atoms ar€ removed from state E1, the material can absorb
less and less of the pumping radiation, and more of the
radiation passes through reaching a maximum when state
E1 is empty.

If some of the ·atoms are suddenly returned

to state E1, transmission light will again be absorbed

and the intensity of the transmitted beam will drop
sharply.

13

II.

CIRCULARLY POLARIZED RADIATION

If the pumping radiation is circularly polarized,
i.e., the intrinsic photon angular momenta are parallel
to the direction of p ropagation, then absorption of a
photon by an atom will lead to a net 3ain of one unit of
ansular momentum by the absorbin3 atom in the direction
of photon motion.
Absorntion of left circularly ?Olarized quantum
of D 1 radiation by an atom in the P = 1, mp= -1 sub

state, can thus lead to a substate with mp= O in the
2
5 P 1 /2 excited state. When this state reradiates to

the e;round state, the dipole radi.ation rules permit

!,_lmF = o, ± 1 with equal probability, so that the atoin'when
returning to the ground state has a probability of two

thirds to return to a state with a greater value of
mp than it originally had.

If no appreciable redistribu

tion of the population in the various mp levels occurs
between absorption and reradiation of the atom, in time
an excess of atoms would be

11

pumped 11 in the· F =

2,

mp= + 2 ' ground state level, givinc alignment of the
atomic spins.
Orientation and mixinp; of the !!!p levels of 5 2 s 1 ;2•

A partial orientation of the rubidium vapor by optical
pumping with circularly polarized resonance radiation

14
may be obtained Even if both Dt and D-2 lines exist in the
pumping radiation.

..

If t�e D2 (7800 A) line is filtered

out, a l�rser orientation 1s possible because the mec�a
nism controllin3 the orientation process is independent
of the degree of random reorientation in the excited
state. 6 If left circularly polarized ( (T +) radiaticn
is utilized, the selection rule, �mF = +1 applies to
absorption.

The highest value mF may attain in the

5 2 s 1 2 ground state is mp = I + 1/2. Since radiation
1
inducing transition to the 5 2P3/2 state (D2 line) has

=I

+ 1/2 substate of 5 2 81 ·2
1
cannot undergo transitions because for mF = +2 a

bEEn filtered out, the mF

emF : +1 would require a mF = +3 state which is not
permitted.

Had pumping to the 5 2P3;2 state not been

prohibited, in addition to the mixing of the magnetic
sublevels, absorption of D2 radiation by the 3round

substates would cause a decrease 1n the polarization
of the sample and thus reduce the efficienoy of the
technique.

Exce,t for the F = 2, mF : +2, a nonabsorbin5

level,- all the remaining 4I + 1 mF states of the 5 2 s 1 /2

level for rubidium 87 may absorb the circularly polarized
resonance radiation• w. Franzen and A, G, :Emslie have
reported:

If the pumping radia tion is sufficiently
intense and the relaxation time is suf.fi
ciently long, the entire population will be
found in the single nonabsorbing mF = +2 sub
level of the- ground state. This condition
corresponds to complete orientation of the
alkali atoms, with the nuclear and elec tron
spins bgth aligned along the axes of quanti
zation.
Occunation probabilit� of state�.

It has been

shown t ha t the occupation probability pk( t ) of an atom
in the k th state may be obtained by a solution of eight
simultaneous differential equations of the form, for

rubidium 87 only, of
8 ;
8/
�k = .... (bkj + wkj) Pk + �(b il{ + wik.) Pi
.<
·fJI
8 , where b ,.Ais
k = 1, 2, •••
the probability per uni t
ij

i�

time that an atom in substate i of the ground 5 2 s1;2

state has undergone a transition to a subs tate j of the
...
of a pho ton !
5 2 s1;2 state by absorption and re-emission
and w1j is the probability per· unit time of the relaxa

tion occuring between states 1 and j.

The diagonal

j = k and 1 = k, represent the transition of an
atom in t he k th state of the ground sta te to an excit ed
terms,

state and then back to
in

the

terms

t he

k th state giving no change

net occupational probability, hence diagonal

should be omit ted -from the sum.
Absorption pr¥blli ty of state�-

Thos� terms -

of the preceding sum that affect the tota.l absorpti.on

16
probabi'l"ty, assuming that the occupatl,onal probabilities
of the levels are equal do no t include the diagonal term
transitions

because of the discriminatory nature of the

circ�larly polarized incident radiation.
absorption probability per unit time

has

Since

t he

been given as

k
)b kj for an atom in the th state, tpe total absorp

tion probability of all states will be

ff bkjPk Since

pk= 1/8, for rubidium 87, the average absorption
probability per atom per unit time is Akj = l/8[[b

kj kj

Relaxation probability

£f

state!•

The collision

of a rubidium atom with another rub1dium atom, causing
an exchange of elec trons with opposl t e spin, and the
collision· of an atom with t he wall of t he container,
producing a reorientation are the oauses of the relaxa
tion •.

For rubidium 87, atoms t hat are 1n the F = 2,

mF = +2 state there is equal probability of

transition

to any of the other seven magnetic substate�,
t he

Thus

probability that relaxa tion will occur is given

by 1/8 T where 8 is t he number of possible substates
and Tis the relaxation time.

•

CHAPTER III
SPIN EXCHANGE COLLISIONS AND RELAXATION
When the pumping radiation passing through the
absorption cell is abruptly cut off, the rubidium vapor
begins to lose its polarization due to collisions with
the cell walls and with other gas atoms.

An inert gas,

such as neon, has little tendency to produce depolariza
tion during collisions and may be used as a "buffer gas"
whose function is to increase the time required by the
rubidium atoms to diffuse to the walls of the chamber.

I.

ATOMIC POPULATION

Number of available atoms.

The chemical defini

tion for the heat of dissociation (dissociation energy),
D, of a diatomic molecule AB is the work (ev) required
to dissociate the molecule from the lowest level of the
electronic 3round state into two distinct normal atoms,
A

+

This energy has been shown 7 to be .46 ± • 05 ev

B.

for Rb2•

A calcul�tion of the translational kinetic

energy for a rubidium atom gives, KE= ;kt= .0417 ev
0

at 323 K.

By using the bond dissociation energy one

can determine how many of the particles are atoms and
17

18

how m1ny remain in the molecular state.

By letting

= kT/D, then f"or th-e rubidium vapor 1n this probl:::.m,
)I
2
(' e·--��dx . = 1
f = 1 + 2
x e-Xo - g_
((f
r,,r t,
�-Jith f = 1 ' the�1. fifty per cent of·all the particles

XO

J

have energies sufficient to become dissociated into
By taking Avogadro's number, N 0 , as the numb�r

atoms.

of molecules per gram-mole then the number density o�
an ideal �as at standard temperature and pressure ls:
23
= 2.7 x 1019 particles
= 6.023 x 10
L> = N 0
1
grarn-cm3
v
22.4 x 103
The vapor pressure, given in Chapter I, is 1 .5 x 10-Scm,

at 300 °K, so that. the particle density inside the absorp
tion cell, at this specific vapor pressure is n = 2.7 x
5}
1 5
1
10 9 l ·
= 5 • 3 x 10 12 partic1es. Since it
76
has been determined that two-thirds of these particles

�.?L12-

are atoms and one-third are diatom¼� molecules, there
.. ..
. 7
12
are 5. 3 x 1 O
atoms/cm3 and 2 .65 x 1 0 1 2 m�e-cu:i..E s, cm .:;
�'.bsorptlon. EY v1bra t1onal moleoula.r modes.

By

elementary mechanics, a particle of mass_µ , acted op by

a linear restoring force, -kx, vibrates with a frequency

,-�
i·

zJT j ;�
J

I

"'

Thus the frequenay of oscillation for a
)I
where the propordiatomic molecule is y:::.
tionali ty constant �

=

2

�/if[-iT

- 2

2a

l> has been expanded 1n a

Ta?lor series of (r..-re), the 1nteratomic displacement,

8

19
Since the charactEristic temperature of vibration is

-e-

•·

=
i:

hk Y then

•:n.
"b'

\-T

= �,..�where D is the dissociation

_' 11, �

c: q*�

,""1

ener6y and a is a �onstant determined by the curvature

about the minimum of the potential curve.
the VJ.lues of h,

k,µ,

and

&Vlr;�

Applying

°
= 100 K, 1vhich is the

characteristic temperature needed for vibrational
energy level excitation, it can readily be seen that
•
..ch
the wavelength
--= ;.- ·.:.: ,.;.�-::-· = 1,430,000 A is

>

J/

.

rd:7.,,�

located in the extreme part of the infra-red and hence
has no affect on a S-1 (8000 A) spectral response
detector tube, and the presence of a large number of
rubidium diatomic molecules in the sample should have
no affect on the atomic system and may be ignored.

II.

SPIN EX6HANGE COLLISIONS

There are three kinds of depolarizing collisions
that may occur, (1) a rubidium atom may collide with
the absorption cell wall and may be assumed to rebound
from the wall with an equal probability of being in any
of the eight magnetic substates of the ground state,
thue contributing no net polarization:

(2) or the

collision of a rubidium atom with an inert buffer gas
atom causing very little, if any, depolarization because
of the spherical symmetry of the inert gas atoms:

(3 )

or a rubidium atom may collide with another rubidium
atom and exchange electron-spin coordinates with it.

20

In this third type of depolarization, L. W. Anderson

-9

and A. T. Ramsey·· of the University of Wisconsin have
found that the polarization of the sample is not des
troyed by the spin-exchange collisions but instead is
merely redistributed because the z component of the
angular momentum is a constant of the motion.

Because

spin-exchange collisions with buffer gas atoms have
small probability and the buffer atoms inhibit diffu
sion to the walls, the addition of an inert gas in
creases the relaxation time of the rubidium atom.

The

amount of increase is dependent on the buffer gas
pressure.

Figure 6 shows the relationship betwgen the

relaxation time of rubidium and five different buffer
gases, as determined by W. Franzen.1 D He has interpreted
the results such that at lower buffer-gas pressures
the buffer-gas inhibited the diffusion of rubidium to
the wall of the container, thus causing a rise in the
curve.

The decrease of the curve at higher buffer-gas

pressures is due to disorienting collisions of the
rubidium with the buffer-gas.
III.

RELAXATION PROCESS

Spin-fli� reorientation.

The Hamiltonian describ

ing the spin-flip transition probability of an alkali
atom's outer s (1 = 0) electron has been computed

21

using the application of first-order time-dependent
perturbation theory by R. A. Bernheim 11 . of Columbia
University, and has been shown to be H
_ r.-r J
eff - j j s j
where J is the total angular momentum of the collid
ing pair of atoms about their center of mass, sj is
the s:pin of electron j and �.f� is a constant which may
..·

be evaluated by using the proportionality theorems
used by Van Vleck 12 in his treatment of coupling of
angular momentum in molecules.

Since it has been

assumed that the disorientation arises from a spin
flip of the rubidium atom's single outer electron
durin13 collision, the total electronic anguhi.r momen
tum, J, becomes the common factor associated with
the disorientation �nd relaxation processes.

·•,-.

Fig. "6·. Rubidium vapor spin relaxation time as a function of buffer gas
pressure under various conditions.
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CHl�PTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experimental appa.rD.tus used 1n this problem
is shown in block diagr::.m form in Figure 7.

Resonance

ratiation w1s directed throu3h a circular polarizing
filter �nd a

n 1 line filter onto the surface of an

absorption cell cont�ining rubidium vapor.

The trans

mitted light was then detected by a photocell whose
output signal 1,,.r.::i.s directed into

'.l

low noi SE:, d-c coupled

c�thode follower (Appendix A) �nd shown on an oscilloSOOD€.

Thi excitation lam�.

A small electrodeless bulb

containing rubidium and argon was inserted in the coil
loop of � radio frequ�ncy oscillator.

The oscillator

w�s designed to produce fifty watts of r-f power at one
hundred megacycles.

It contained a 829B dual pcntode

transmitting tube connected to a parallel resonance
line with a single loop in the end,

The physical advan�

tage of t.;le single loop is that there is e. small vol ta.c;e
drop acroes the loop end of the line with large current
surges producing magnetic fie1ds around the bulb, thus
increasing the stability of the light source.
A d-c connected heatin5 coil placed inside the
23
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I

Rub1d1UII Bulb

1
I

I

Exo1tat1on I
I
Lamp
Shutter

·H-_

Phototubes
____ Low Noise
I
I Absorpt1011
r L_Cel_!. __ I

j�-c

I

Coupled

mpl1f1er
r

Helmboltz
Coils

Oscilloscope
FIGURE 7

THE BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
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bulb chamber provided regulated heating of the rubidium
bulb.

The optimum temperature giving the best results
0

was found to be 170 0 ± 20 C.

The operation of the lamp

outside the specified temperature limits was found to
cause weaker light intensities and increased light fluc
tuations.
Th§. shutter.

A

�ackard

No. 6 shutter, purchased

from Michigan Photo Shutter Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan,
was used to stop the light flow and to allow the rubidium
atoms to decay in the dark.

The shutter has a four inch

diameter and was connected by a thin wire to a solenoid
placed a distance of four feet away.
Filters.

Two distinct filters were used:

a D1

line filter which permitted D1 radiation to pas� through
but filtered out the D2 (7500

polarizing filter.

A)

line, and a circular

The circular polarizer was purchased

from the Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
It consists of a polaroid HN7 plastic laminated linec:i.r

polJ.rizer and a 210 � 20 mµ retardation plate.

M�ximum

circul'J.r poL1rization wJ.s achieved by allowing red light
to pass through the linear polarizer and retardation
plate and fall on the face of a highly reflecting metal
sheet.

The quarter wave ratardation plate was then

rotated with respect to the pol'3.rizer until the minimum

26
amount of refl€cteq light came back throu3h the circular
polariaing filter.
Absorption cell.

The absorption cell was sph€rical

and made out of Pyrex glass.

It contained both the n€on

buffer gas and thE rubidium vapor.

The neon was obtained

i� a spectroscopically pure grQde from the Linde Air
Products Company.

Th€ absorption cell w2s housed in an

oven approximately one cubic foot in volume.

The oven

was made from a light asbEstos pressboard, Martinite.
To eliminate reflected light transmission, th€ inside of
th€ oven was spr3,yed with bl:J.ck p-1.int.

The oven t€mpera

ture was regulated by two electrically heated coils.

A

d-c source provided the power for the heating elements
and reduced sixty cycle noise that would otherwise be
introduced.
Helmholtz �oils.

The absorption cell was located

at the center of two pairs of orthogonal Helmholtz coils,
as shown in Figure 8.
The horizontal pair of coils was used to compen
sate for the vertic2l component of the e�rth's magnetic
field.

Since the dip angle of the e1rth's field is of the

order of 73

0

in Kalarnnzoo, Michignn,
. - where this experiment

was performed, the earth's field is nearly vertical.

A

dip needle placed at the center of the system determined

TWO

FIGURE 8

AI OF ORTHOGONAL
HELMHOLTZ COILS
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the value of thE currEnt n€Edfd through the coils to
balance out the vertical component of th€ field.
been shown

10

It has

that if the vertical component of the earth's

field was not compen�ated for less efficient pumping
alignment of the vapor would t�ke place and the light
intensity would return to thE value of the unpolarized
state when thG �hut�er was opened.
The vertical pair of coils provided a static external m�gnetic field, H0 , through the absorption cell.

The

magnitude of which may be determined from: H = 4nN r r2
2
0
10 (r2 + r2) 31
where N

=

298 turns and r

=

58.5 centimeters.

4

Applying

the values for N and r, H 0 = 7.3 I.
The axis of th€ system was directed along a magnetic
meridian of the earth's field inside the room.
Radio freguency field.

The method used for the

initial determination of the �lignrnent was that of Zeem�n
transition resonance.

A rndio-frcquency field wns pro

duced by a circular coil, four inches in dinmetcr,
placed around the absorption cell �nd orientated 2t right
angles to H 0•

The radio-frequency was chop9ed at a rate of

15 cycles psr second.
The r-f field produced by the coil was produced
by a Type 1211-Unit Oscillator which was purchased from
G€neral Radio Company, West Concord, Massachusetts.
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Detection of the signal..

"The light..,__ a.ft.er pass-

ing through the absorption cell, is monitored by three 9L8
phototubes whose current is proportional to the trans
mitted light.

The interruption of the light by the shutber

causes the photocurrent to drop to a lower value.

When

the shutter is opened the photocurrent rises to a value
that is proportional to the transmj_tted light.

This val·-1e

will be somewhat less than the steady state condition
optical pumping provides.

The radiation then pumps the

sample baclc to the steady state condition.

The signal

voltage 1s sensed by a cathode follower whose output
matches the cabie impedance.

The signal was d-c coupled

and displayed on the face of a Tektronix 503 oscillo

scope.
Oscilloscope reproductions.

Permanent images

of oscilloscope tracings were obtained with the aid of a
Dumont Type 271-A oscillogra�h-record camera.

This came�a,

especially designed for obtainin6 oscilloscope pictures,
was attached to a light hood which was clamped on the

oscilloscope face.
a manual shutter.
in Kodak D-76.

A lens speed of

f/3.5 was used with

The film used was Panatomic X develop3d

CHAPTER V
DATA, CALCULATIONS AND CONCLUSION
One of the fundamental calculations necessary to
the unification of this problem was that of determln�ng
the values of the resonance frequencies for Zeeman
transitions of rubidium 85

and rubidium 87.

Determination of the Zeeman transition frequencies.
In a weak magnetic field the spacing between the differ
/

ent magnetic states is siven by the Lande splitting factor
g=
p gJ F(:F+1) � I(I+1) · + J(J+1), + $,. F(F+1) +I(I+1 � -J(.;+l)
i
2F(F+1)
2F{F+1
which may be approximated as g ;g F(F+1 )-I(I+1�+J(J+1)
F J
2F( F+1
.

since g1

/"

·= -L

2000

Sp•

For J= 1/2, F= 2, 8p=8J

1
2I +

1

and the energy is 31 ven13 as E= gF 1� H 0 or the frequencJ
as y = gp p," Ho '
whEre .,,u 0 is one Bohr magnetron, H 0 1 3
h
the external field and h is Planck's constant.

.,.

For rubidium 87, g = 2,
1 /2,
gF=
J
= 1 /2(9 • 273 X 10-21 ) (Ho)= 7 .o4 X lo5
6.6 X 10-27

1�28mc, where H 0= 7.3 I

=

X 1.821

1.82·; gauss for I= .25

amperes.

For rubidium 85 , Bp = 1/3, V8=2/3t,1
5
8'f 85 0 kc, which
is the frequency of the Zeeman transitions. Experimental�y
30

31

Jt3s

was found to bE 525kc and !Is ? = 825kc.

Th.€ di 1'f€r

encE in th€ valuEs is within th€ prEcision of th€ ammete�.
Th€ natural r€sonancE frequencies for th€ hyper
fine transitions have been found
and t-'35 =

3 035

me.

Bloch Equations.

13

to be �87 = 6834mc

TherE are several methods for

expressing the rElaxation timEs in both nuclei in solids
and atoms in a v3.por.
ty Felix Bloch in 1946.

On€ of thesG methods was proposed
He derived a set of phenomenolo3i

cal equations which described the behavior of interacting nuclEar paramagcnts.

14

Into these equations two

rElaxation times were introduced, T1 reprE.scntin3 the
s�Jin-lattice intEraction and T2 representing thE s:;:,in
spin interactions.

ThE underlying physical considsra

tion is that when nonequilibrium of magnetic substates
exists, thE ma :;ne tiza ti on vector, M, which is tr.e :nae;
netic moment per unit volume, may tend to precess arounc.
the external static magnetic field vector with an
3.n3ular frequE. ncy �•• -:: ¥)-\.

Tl:e relaxation time, T1 ,

causes the nonequilibrium ma�nGtization vector to tend
expom:ntially in time toward a thermal equilibrium state
M0 •

The z-component of g' will grow toward Mz directed

alon:3 the z axis and with a ma �nitude determined by the
random distribution of snins as �iven by the Boltzmann
distribution function.

The result is the Bloch

32

equation:

+ (Mz - M o)l
T1 �j
1s the magnetization vector at thermal equili

dM =
dt

wher€ M 0
briurn.

I.

MI.A SURE'i'�ENT OF THE SPIN "DEPHASING TIME T

2

The mechanisms producing T� may most readily be un

derstood if one considers the following argument.

When the rubidium atoms in the absorption cell are

optically ali2ned to an external static field, the bulk

ma3netiz�tion vector of the masnetic moments of the atoms

will be pointing alons thE direction of the external field
vector H 0•

If an r-f fie.ld, H1, is applied perpendicular

around H 1

When Mis pars.llsl to the direction of the

to

Ho, the bulk rna.�nE-tization vector, M, will precess
•

li3ht it corresponds to a polarized state
cannot absorb radiation, but when
an2le of 180

0

M

mr

= +2 and

precesses throu�h an

it is anti-parallel to the light flow (and

H0 ) which corres�onds to a radiation absorption condi

tion of mF = -2. Thus small sinusoidal fluctuations in
the optical transparency of the vapor would be produced
as M periodically precesses around H1• But constant
amylitude fluctuation is a hypothetical situation since
it assumes homoseneity of H1 through out the entire

33
absorption cell.

ExpErimEntally it was assumed that M

precesses around H1

wi tth a Larmor

frequ:·ncy L,>, =

t H1 •

If

there exists a fiEld inhomo?:;enEi ty, 1.,.H1, then a corres

ponding o w 1 will occur and M will tend to
in a cone around it.

11

fan out" (dephase)

The loss of phase coherence in the

components of M, due to the field inhomogeneity of H1,
causes the sinusoidal representation of M to decay.
(Figure 9)

/

The characteristic time of decay is T2•

FIGURE

9

THE TRANSIENT MODULATION OF THE OPACITY OF AN
OPTIC.'\LLY
.
PUMPED G�� S CELL \!HEN A RESONJiNT R-F
FIELD IS APPLIED TO THE BULB.

Since th€ d€cay curve of T2 is €X�OnEntial, it can be
"'
-t/T2
, where I is
represented mathematically by I= I 0 e
the intensity ( ampli tud€) :1nd t is the time.

.

.

•

FIGURE 10
TIME INCREASES FROM LEFT TC RIGET IN UNITS OF 25 msEc/div.
THE PHOTOCELL OUTPUT INCREASES FROM BOTTOM TO TOP
IN UNIT�
OF 1 mV/div. CELL TIMPERATURE WAS 33° c.
The logarithm (base €) of the avera6 e decrement of

the decay is given by <f= ln [(
The spin-·· dephasi n

T{

= t*/J wherE

g

! (Y1/Y2

+

Y2/Y3 + Y3/Y4�\

time, Tf, is then 3ivE:n by

t➔� is the avcra2,e time interval of the
/
logarithmic d5crements. With ti;= 75 mscc, T2 was found to
be 82 msec.
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II.

MEASUR21::ENT OF THE SPIN-LAT'IICE RELAXATION TIME T1
A f1mily of curves showin3 th€ decay of the absorp

tion cell tr�nsparcncy due to polarization dGcay is pre
scntEd in Figure 11.

The curve conm:cting the. "recovery"

traces rEprcsents the tr�ns,arency of the rubidium vapor
as function of the tim€ the shutter is clos€d.

This curve

is exponential and is assumed to be proportion1l to the
decay of the sample.

FIGURE 11.
THE DECAY CURVE OF THE RUBIDIUM VAPOR TRANSPARENCY. THIS
PHOTOGR.i:H WAS T.\E:EN UNDE::t TEL ?OLLOWING CONDITIONS:
BUFFER GAS, NEON AT A PRESSURE OF .5cm OF HG: CELL
TELi:'IRATURE, 55 ° c, OSCILLOSCOPE fflEEI' USED, 500 msec/
SCALE DIVISION
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The decreas€ in th€ transparency of th€ cell is assumed

to follow the exponential law I = I 0 (1_€-At), whcrE I is

the decrease in the transparEncy of tht cell �nd I 0 is
the decrease in thE: transparE:ncy of th€ cEll from th€

steady-stat€ valuE to the limitin� valuE which the curve
approaches asymptotically.
ln0 (I 0 -I)

r;-

verses timE.

Figure 12 shows a plot of

ThE slope of this line is the

ThE avEra�e rslaxation time, T1, is·:
At t = O, (I o -I) -/: 1.
This discrepancy is

decay constant,,\ •
T1 = 1/)\ .

,-0

probably due to the loss in timE accumulated in opening
and closin3 th€ shutter.

The measured value of th€ relaxa

tion time, T1, using neon as a buffer gas, at a temperature
0
of 55 C (which corresponds to a vapor pressure of 3 x
10-6mm of Hg) was found to be 1.21 sec.
III.

CONCLUSION

The object of tris•study was to determine the relaxa
tion times of a rubidium vapor usin: neon as a buffer
gas.

The spin-lattice relaxation time T1, w1s found to

be 1.21 SEC at 55 ° c.

Proposed projE.cts for future work include the
determination of the spin-lattice rElaxation time under
various temperatures �nd with various densities.

ThE.

determination of T1 using other buffer 3ases h1s also

37

b€€n sugg6sted.

By varying the. experimEntal conditions

the frequency of different types of collisions leading
to relaxations may be controlled and the disori€nting
interactions may then be studied indep endently.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
The circuit diagram for t�e phototube detector used
in this problem is shown
below.
•

It coTisists of three 918

phototubes and a d-o coupled cathode follower.

918

-.
+90

_J_,6DJ8

tl_,

l

;v'V'-�---f\..,"V"

&

90

v.

To Scope
➔

2000 ohms
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